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Abstract. General definition of associated curves of a Frenet curve is given in a three dimensional
compact Lie groupG. The principal normal direction curve and principal normal donor curve are
introduced and some characterizations for these curves are obtained inG. Later, the relationships
between a principal normal direction curve and some special curves such as helix, slant helix or
curve with a special torsion are obtained.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The curve theory in the Euclidean space or in a Riemannian manifold has been
developed by many mathematicians so far by the view of local or global differ-
ential geometry. The most fascinating subject of curve theory is to obtain some
characterizations for a regular curve or curve pairs. The well-known characteriza-
tions obtained for a single curve have allowed to define some special curves such
as helix, slant helix, plane curve, spherical curve, etc. [1, 11, 13, 20, 23] and these
special curves, especially helices, are used in many applications [2, 9, 10, 19]. Simil-
arly, by considering two curves, some special curve pairs such as involute-evolute
curves, Bertrand curves, Mannheim curves have been defined and studied so far
[4, 12, 14, 15, 18, 21, 22].
Furthermore, C¸o¨ken and C¸iftc¸i have studied the degenerate semi-Riemannian geo-
metry of a Lie group [6]. They have obtained a naturally reductive homogeneous
semi-Riemannian space using the Lie group. Later, some of subjects given above
have been considered in three dimensional Lie groups and some characterizations for
these curves have been obtained in a three dimensional Lie group [3, 5, 16–18].
Recently, Choi and Kim have defined a new curve pair in the Euclidean 3-space
E3 [7]. They have considered a unit vector field X defined in the Frenet basis of a
curve ˛ and an integral curve  of X and given the definition and characterizations
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of principal-direction curve and principal-donor curve in E3. They have also given
some applications of these curves related to a helix, a slant helix or a plane curve.
In the present paper, we give the general definition of associated curves of a Frenet
curve in a three dimensional compact Lie group G. Then, we define principal-
direction curve and principal-donor curve in G and obtain some characterizations
for these curves. In the last section of the paper, we give the relationships between
principal direction curves and some special curves such as helix, slant helix or recti-
fying curve in G.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let G be a Lie group with a bi-invariant metric h;i and D be the Levi-Civita
connection of G. It is well-known that the Lie algebra g of G is isomorphic to TeG
where e is neutral element of G. Let h;i be a bi-invariant metric on G. Then we have
hX;ŒY;Zi D hŒX;Y ;Zi ; (2.1)
and
DXY D 1
2
ŒX;Y ; (2.2)
for all X;Y;Z 2 g [5].
Let ˛ W I  R!G be an arc-lenghted curve and fX1;X2; :::;Xng be an orthonor-
mal basis of g. In this case, we can write any two vector fields W and Z along the
curve ˛ as W D
nP
iD1
wiXi and Z D
nP
iD1
´iXi where wi W I ! R and ´i W I ! R are
smooth functions. Also the Lie bracket of two vector fields W and Z is given by
ŒW;ZD
nX
iD1
wi´i ŒXi ;Xj ;
and the covariant derivative of W along the curve ˛ with the notation D˛0W is given
as follows
D˛0W D PW C 1
2
ŒT;W ; (2.3)
where T D ˛0 and PW D
nP
iD1
PwiXi [8]. If W is the left-invariant vector field to the
curve ˛ then it is important to point out that PW D 0. Let G be a three dimensional
Lie group and .T;N;B;;/ denote the Frenet apparatus of the curve ˛. Then the
Frenet formulae of ˛ are given as follows
DT T D N; DTN D T C B; DTB D N
where  D  PT . If  D  PT ¤ 0, then ˛ is called a Frenet curve in G [16].
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Proposition 1 ([17]). Let ˛ W I  R! G be an arc length parametrized curve
with the Frenet apparatus .T;N;B/. Then the following equalities hold
ŒT;N D hŒT;N ;BiB D 2GB;
ŒT;BD hŒT;B;N iN D 2GN: (2.4)
Let ˛ W I  R!G be an arc length parametrized curve with arc length parameter
s. Then from equation (2.3) and Proposition 2.1, the following Frenet formulae are
obtained 0B@ dTdsdNds
dB
ds
1CAD
0@ 0  0  0    G
0  .   G/ 0
1A0@ TN
B
1A ;
where fT;N;Bg is the Frenet frame G D 12 hŒT;N ;Bi and ; are curvature and
torsion of ˛ in three dimensional Lie group G , respectively [17].
Definition 1 ([17]). Let ˛ W I  R! G be an arc length parametrized curve in
three dimensional compact Lie group with the Frenet apparatus .T;N;B;;/. Then
the harmonic curvature function of the curve ˛ is defined by
H D    G

: (2.5)
Theorem 1 ([5]). Let ˛ W I R!G be an arc length parametrized curve in three
dimensional compact Lie group with the Frenet apparatus .T;N;B;;/. The curve
˛ is a general helix if and only if  D cC G , where c is a constant.
From Definition 1 and Theorem 1, we have the following corollary:
Corollary 1. The curve ˛ W I  R! G is a general helix in G if and only if
H D constant:
Theorem 2 ([17]). Let ˛ W I  R!G be an arc length parametrized curve with
the Frenet apparatus .T;N;B;;/. Then ˛ is a slant helix if and only if the function
 D .1CH
2/3=2
H 0 ; (2.6)
is a constant where H is the harmonic curvature function of the curve ˛:
Theorem 3 ([16]). Let ˛ W I  R! G be an arc length parametrized Bertrand
curve whose curvature function  and harmonic curvature functionH satisfy .s/C
.s/H.s/D 1, for all s 2 I , where ; are constants. If the curve ˇ.s/ given by
ˇ.s/D˛.s/CN.s/ for all s 2 I is a special Frenet curve, then .˛;ˇ/ is the Bertrand
curve couple.
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3. THE PRINCIPAL-DIRECTION CURVES AND THE PRINCIPAL-DONOR CURVES IN
A COMPACT LIE GROUP
In this section, we study the principal-direction curves and the principal-donor
curves in three dimensional compact Lie groupG with a bi-invariant metric. First, we
give the existence and definition of an W -direction curve of a curve in a Riemannian
manifold.
Theorem 4. Let M be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold and ˛.t/ W I !
U M a curve on a local chart U of M . Then, for a continuous vector field W D
W.t/ on U M along the curve ˛, there exists a curve .t/ W I  R!M on the
neighborhood U such that  0.t/DW.t/:
Proof. Let x D .x1;x2; :::xn/ be a local coordinate on U . Then the vector field
W DW.t/ on U along .t/ is expressed by PniD1 Wi .t/ @@xi ˇˇˇ.t/where Wi .t/; .1 
i  n/ are continuous real valued functions on the interval I . Let xi W I ! R be
a solution of the linear ordinary differential equation @
@t
xi .t/ D Wi .t/, for each i .
Then, the curve  is clearly x 1 ı .x1.t/;x2.t/; :::;xn.t//. 
Remark 1. Let ˛.t/ W I ! U M be a curve in an n-dimensional Riemannian
manifold M and W DW.t/ a vector field on U M along the curve ˛. Then, for
a point p D ˛.t0/, there are a sub-interval J  I containing t0 such that the unique
curve .t/ on a local neighborhood U satisfying .t0/ D p and ddt .t/ D W.t/jU
for all t 2 J .
Definition 2. For a given curve in an n-dimensional Riemannian manifoldM and
a point p on ˛ , the curve  of Remark 3.2 is called the W -direction curve passing
the point p of ˛. In this case, ˛ is called the W -donor curve passing p of  .
Moreover, it is well-known that a Lie group is also a differentiable manifold,
with the property that the group operations are compatible with the smooth structure.
Then, Definition 2 can be considered in a compact Lie group G. For this purpose, let
consider a Frenet curve ˛ in three dimensional compact Lie group G with the Frenet
frame fT;N;Bg and a unit vector field W given by
W.s/D .s/T .s/C#.s/N.s/C .s/B.s/; (3.1)
where , # and  are arbitrary differentiable functions of s which is the arc length
parameter of ˛. Let
2.s/C#2.s/C 2.s/D 1; (3.2)
holds. Then, we define a W -direction curve and a W -donor curve in three dimen-
sional compact Lie group as follows.
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Definition 3. Let ˛ be a Frenet curve in a three dimensional compact Lie group
G and W be a unit vector field satisfying the equations (3.1) and (3.2). The integral
curve  W I  R! G of W is called a W -direction curve of ˛. The curve ˛ whose
W -direction curve is  is called theW -donor curve in three dimensional compact Lie
group G.
Definition 4. An integral curve ofN.s/ (resp. B.s// in (3.1) is called the principal-
direction curve (resp. binormal-direction curve) of ˛ in three dimensional compact
Lie group G.
Remark 2. A principal-direction (resp. the binormal-direction) curve is an integral
curve of W.s/ with .s/ D .s/ D 0; #.s/ D 1 (resp. .s/ D #.s/ D 0; .s/ D 1/
for all s in (3.1).
Proposition 2. Let ˛ W I  R! G be a Frenet curve and an integral curve of
W.s/ be the curve  W I  R!G. Then, the principal-direction curve of  equals to
˛ if and only if
.s/D 0; #.s/D sin
Z
Hds

¤ 0; .s/D cos
Z
Hds

¤ 0; (3.3)
hold, where H is harmonic curvature function of the curve ˛:
Proof. Let ˛ W I  R! G be an arc length parametrized curve with the Frenet
apparatus fT;N;Bg. From (3.2) we have
2.s/C#2.s/C 2.s/D 1: (3.4)
Differentiating (3.4) with respect to s gives us
0C## 0C  0 D 0: (3.5)
Also, differentiating (3.1) with respect to s and using (2.3) we get
d
ds
W.s/D 0.s/T .s/C# 0.s/N.s/C  0.s/B.s/
C.s/ DT T   12 ŒT;T C#.s/ DTN   12 ŒT;N C.s/ DTB   12 ŒT;B (3.6)
By using the Frenet formulas and with the aid of equation (2.5), we obtain
d
ds
W D .0 #/T C .# 0C  H/N C . 0C#H/B; (3.7)
where H is the harmonic curvature function and  is the curvature of ˛. Since
d
ds
W.s/D d
2
ds2
.s/D PNT .s/DD NT NT  
1
2
Œ NT ; NT D N NN;
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˛ is a principal-direction curve of  if and only if the following system hold8<: 
0 # ¤ 0;
# 0C  H D 0;
 0C#H D 0:
Multiplying the last equation of this system by  and substituting the obtained result
in (3.5) gives us
0C## 0 D #H:
Similarly, multiplying the second equation of the system by # and using the last
equality we have .0 #/ D 0. Since 0 # ¤ 0, it follows that  D 0. Then,
from the system we have 
 0C#H D 0;
# 0  H D 0;
and it has the following solution
#.s/D sin
Z
Hds

¤ 0; .s/D cos
Z
Hds

¤ 0:

Definition 5. An integral curve  of
W.s/D sin
Z
Hds

N.s/C cos
Z
Hds

B.s/
is called a principal-donor curve of ˛.
Theorem 5. Let ˛ W I  R! G be an arc length parametrized curve with the
Frenet apparatus .T;N;B;;/ and  the principal-direction curve of ˛. Then the
curvature N and torsion N of  are given by
N D
q
2.1CH 2/; N   Ng D  H
0
1CH 2 ; (3.8)
where H is harmonic curvature function of the curve ˛:
Proof. By the definition of principal direction curve of ˛,
d
ds
D NT DN: (3.9)
Differentiating (3.9) with respect to s and considering Frenet formulas, we get
N NN D T CHB: (3.10)
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From the norms of both sides in (3.10) we have
N D
q
2.1CH 2/: (3.11)
Substituting (3.11) into (3.10), we obtain
NN D  1p
1CH 2T C
Hp
1CH 2B;
and then
NB D NT  NN DN  NN D Hp
1CH 2T  
1p
1CH 2B: (3.12)
Differentiating (3.12) with respect to s we have
PNB D H
0 
1CH 2 32 .T  HB/: (3.13)
Since PNB DD NT NB   12 Œ NT ; NBD . Ng   N/ NN , from (3.13) it follows
. Ng   N/ NN D H
0 
1CH 2 32 .T  HB/; (3.14)
which gives us
N   Ng D  H
0
1CH 2 :

From Theorem 5, we have the following corollaries:
Corollary 2. Let ˛ W I  R!G be a Frenet curve in three dimensional compact
Lie GroupG. If  is the principal-direction curve of ˛, then the relationships between
the Frenet frames of the curves are given as follows
NT DN; NN D  1p
1CH 2T C
Hp
1CH 2B;
NB D Hp
1CH 2T  
1p
1CH 2B:
Corollary 3. Let ˛ W I  R!G be a Frenet curve in three dimensional compact
Lie Group G. If  is the principal-direction curve of ˛, then
NH D  H
0

 
1CH 23=2 :
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Theorem 6. Let ˛ W I  R! G be a Frenet curve. If ˛ is principal donor curve
of the curve  , then the curvature  and the torsion    G of the curve ˛ are given
by
 D N
ˇˇˇˇ
sin
Z
NH Nds
ˇˇˇˇ
;    G D N
ˇˇˇˇ
cos
Z
NH Nds
ˇˇˇˇ
; (3.15)
recpevtively.
Proof. Since ˛ is a principal-donor curve of  , from Definition 3, we have
d˛.s/
ds
D sin
Z
NH Nds

NN.s/C cos
Z
NH Nds

NB.s/: (3.16)
Differentiating (3.16) with respect to s we have
d2˛.s/
ds2
D N sin
Z
NH Nds

NT .s/: (3.17)
Since
d2˛.s/
ds2
D , we get
 D N
ˇˇˇˇ
sin
Z
NH Nds
ˇˇˇˇ
: (3.18)
Then substituting (3.18) in (3.10), it follows that
   G D N
ˇˇˇˇ
cos
Z
NH Nds
ˇˇˇˇ
:
Hence our theorem is proved. 
4. APPLICATIONS OF PRINCIPAL-DIRECTION CURVES AND PRINCIPAL DONOR
CURVES TO SOME SPECIAL CURVES IN A COMPACT LIE GROUP
In this section, we give relationships between the principal-direction curve, the
principal donor curve and some special curves such as helix or slant helix in a three
dimensional compact Lie group G.
Let  be a principal-direction curve of ˛ and N principal-direction curve of  in
G. Then, N is called a second principal-direction curve of ˛ and ˛ is called a second
principal-donor curve of N .
Theorem 7. Let ˛ W I  R!G be a Frenet curve in G. Then the followings are
equivalent:
i) A Frenet curve ˛ is a general helix in G:
ii) ˛ is a principal-donor curve of a curve  with curvature N D Ng and torsion
N D
p
1Cc2
c j   G j in G where c DH is a constant
iii) A principal-direction curve of ˛ is a curve  with curvature N D Ng in G:
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Let N D .x.s/;y.s/;0/ be a unit speed curve with curvature N D Ng in G. Then N
can be expressed by
x.s/D
Z s
0
cos
Z 
0
NN.t/dt

d; y.s/D
Z s
0
sin
Z 
0
NN.t/dt

d;
where NN DpŒx00.s/2C Œy00.s/2 is the curvature of N . Denote the Frenet frame of
the curve N by
n NNT; NNN; NNBo. Then we have
NNT .s/D  cos R s0 NN.t/dt ; sin R s0 NN.t/dt ; 0 ;NNN.s/D   sin R s0 NN.t/dt ; cos R s0 NN.t/dt ; 0 ;NNB.s/D .0;0;1/:
Thus, we construct a principal-donor curve of N as:

D
Z s
0
 0.s/ds D

a
Z s
0
sin
Z 
0
NN.t/dt

d;  a
Z s
0
cos
Z 
0
NN.t/dt

d; bs

where a¤ 0 and b are constant with a2Cb2D 1. Consequently, we have the follow-
ing corollary:
Corollary 4. Let N D .x.s/;y.s/;0/ be a unit speed curve with curvature N D Ng
in G. Then, the principal-donor curve  of N is given by
 D .ay.s/;  ax.s/; bs/ ;
where a¤ 0 and b are constant with a2Cb2 D 1:
From Theorem 2 and Corollary 2 we have the following theorem
Theorem 8. Let ˛ W I  R!G be a Frenet curve in G. Then the followings are
equivalent:
i) A frenet curve ˛ is a slant helix in G:
ii) ˛ is a principal-donor curve of a general helix in G:
iii) ˛ is a second principal-donor curve of a curve  with curvature N D Ng in G:
iv) A principal-direction curve of ˛ is a general helix in G:
v) A second principal-direction curve of ˛is a curve  with curvature N D Ng inG:
Definition 6 ([3]). Let ˛ W I  R! G be an arc length parametrized curve in
three dimensional compact Lie group G. If the position vector of ˛ always lies in its
rectifying plane, then it is called a rectifying curve in G.
Definition 7. Let ˛ W I  R! G be an arc length parametrized curve in three
dimensional compact Lie group G and the curve  the principal-direction curve of
˛. If the position vector of  always lies in rectifying plane of ˛, then  is called
principal direction rectifying (or PD-rectifying) curve in G.
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By this definition, the position vector of PD-rectifying curve  in G satisfies the
following equation
 D !.s/T .s/C.s/B.s/; (4.1)
where !.s/; .s/ are non-zero smooth functions and T .s/; B.s/ are Frenet vectors
of ˛. Since ˛ is a principal-donor curve of  in G, from Definition (3.8), we have
˛0.s/D T .s/D sin R NH Nds NN.s/C cos R NH Nds NB.s/;
B.s/D cos R NH Nds NN.s/C sin R NH Nds NB.s/: (4.2)
Then substituting (4.2) in (4.1) it follows
 D !.s/sin R NH Nds .s/cos R NH Nds NN.s/
C!.s/cos R NH NdsC.s/sin R NH Nds NB.s/: (4.3)
Differentiating (4.3) with respect to s gives us
NT D N  ! sin R NH Nds cos R NH Nds NT .s/
C!0 sin R NH Nds 0 cos R NH Nds NN.s/
C!0 cos R NH NdsC0 sin R NH Nds NB.s/:
From the last equality we have
!0.s/D 0.s/D 0; ! N sin
Z
NH Nds

C N cos
Z
NH Nds

D 1: (4.4)
Since ! and  are non-zero constants, the last equation implies that
N   NG D N
0
Np.!2C2/ N2 1: (4.5)
Moreover, by writing (3.15) in (28) we have
CH D 1:
where  D  !;  D   are constants. Then we can give the following theorem
characterizing PD-rectifying curves in G.
Theorem 9. Let  be a Frenet curve in three dimensional compact Lie group G
and ˛ a principal-donor curve of  . Then, the followings are equivalent,
i/ gamma is PD-rectifying curve in G:
ii)  is a Frenet curve with non-zero curvature and non-zero torsion satisfying
equation (4.4).
iii) The position vector of  lies in its normal plane in G:
iv) There exists a Bertrand couple .˛;ˇ/ such that ˇ.s/ D ˛.s/CN.s/ for all
s 2 I is a special Frenet curve in G:
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